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The electronic level is a high-precision 
instrument for testing the inclination and 
slope relative to a horizontal line or any 
given angle.

The readings are expressed by means of 
a digital or an analog numeric display in 
µm/m (micron for meter),  in seconds of  
arc, or in µrad (microradians), according 
to choice, and the error values are dis-
played very quickly.

The instrument works on a pendulum 
principle. A pendulum always hangs ver-
tically, thus allowing measurement of the 
displacement relative to the horizontal 
base, by means of an inductive position 
transducer.

The innovation that applies to all MICRO-
PLAN levels is that the mechanical parts 
are contained in a sealed oil-bath, which 
provides very good protection against 
shocks, for instance during transport or 
handling.

Electronic levels are currently used in the 
following applications:

> Recording errors of straightness,  
   flatness and parallelism. 

> Mounting and levelling of machinery. 

> Testing for inclination, twist and flexion 
    in civil engineering.
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CAUTIONS BEFORE USE

The electronic levels are supplied in ABS 
anti-shock boxes. 
Inside each box you can find a complete 
set of components, needed for the  proper 
operation of the level (see the component 
list for each model).

Herewith are a few suggestions for the 
maintenance and proper use of your in-
strument:

Before measuring, clean thoroughly  the 
surface to be checked and the base of the 
level with specific detergents (Paste for 
granite, Art. TZ0510 – Liquid detergent, 
Art. DT0520). Never use wax, grease or 
water-based detergents for cleaning gra-
nite.

Never use the instrument close to magne-
tic fields, as the measurements could be 
altered.

 

The surface plate to be checked should 
be levelled as closely as possible to avoid 
inaccuracies of the readings due to com-
pound errors.

Check the alignment of the plate or the 
surface to be measured using a spirit le-
vel following the instructions supplied with 
the Microplan plates (Test report).

Before starting the measurement, check 
the battery charge, just checking that the 
display does not show ‘Low Bat’.

 
Check the instrument periodically, to  
verify its calibration and  performance.  
A periodical check of the instrument can 
ensure better performance and lower 
maintenance costs over time.
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Components and accessoires for

LE211

Art. LE0427 | LE211 unit with linear base 100/200 mm

Battery charger - supplied with art. LE0427

Art. LE0435 - Level / PC connection cable   
(optional)

Art. LE0439 - WPLAN©Microplan Software di Planarità 
(optional)

User’s guide
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LE211 OPERATING 
PRINCIPLES

The new electronic level is based on a 
check card, managed by a micro control-
ler, in whose ROM there is the firmware 
of the instrument. The transducer, ne-
cessary to feel the angular movements 
of the level is a LVDT (Linear Variable 
Differential Transformer); inside it there 
is a precision pendulum, supportive to 
the iron magnetic unit which carries out 
the jumper between the primary circuit 
and the two secondary ones of the LVDT. 
Thanks to the force of gravity, the angu-
lar movements of the pendulum produ-
ce some linear movements of the level’s 
unit, in a measure deductible from the 
outing signal amplitude and polarity of 
the LVDT.

Appropriate circuits make the signal 
adjustment and conditioning, which 
switches to the A/D conversion (analogi-
cal/digital). The obtained values related 
to the angular movement are expressed 
in specified units and visualized on li-
quid crystal display with 16 alphanume-
ric characters. Through the display and 
the keyboard it is possible to set up the 
instrument, enter measure sequences 
and receive info related to the level ope-
ration state. 

 There is also a memory EEPROM, lea-
ded by the micro controller, that register 
some measurements; it is also present a 
serial communication interface RS232 
that allows data stored in the instrument 
to be transferred to a PC.

The level may be completed by a Win-
dows application WPLAN©Microplan si-
gns for an easy and straightforward data 
processing, archiving and printing, as 
well as graphic rendering of the surface 
or line under test. This makes it possible 
to produce a complete and accurate in-
formation of the measured surfaces.
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FUNCTIONS
MENU

The innovation of the level LE211 is ac-
tually the Menu that drives the operator 
in a more simple proceeding for the me-
asures storage and survey.
Is below you will find a scheme of the 
main menu and it related link; you will 
enter it keeping pressed the “M” switch 
on the keyboard of the level.

Figure 1: 
Press “M” on the level keyboard or on the 
remote control

Figure 2:
Choose the voice into menu to be modi-
fied or open with the “up” and “down” 
bottoms

Figure 3:
Confirm the choice pressing “enter”
 (   )

M

MEASURE
MENU

ZERO
MENU

SETUP
MENU

1/4 FREE    
     MEASURE
 
2/4 LINEAR   
     MEASURE

3/4 EASY  
     GRID

4/4 COMPLETE  
     GRID

1/2 RELATIVE    
     ZERO
 
2/2 ABSOLUTE    
     ZERO

1/4 MEASURE    
     UNIT
 
2/4 STANDBY 
     TIME  

3/4 SERIAL 
     NUMBER

4/4 LANGUAGE
     SELECT
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    OFF
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    OFF

fig. 1 

fig. 2

fig.3
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MEASURE MENU

1/4 FREE MEASURE
This menu allows the use of the level in 
free mode: values are shown without data 
save.

2/4 STRAIGHTNESS MEASURE
This menu allows the stock measures se-
quences in way to obtain the graphic of 
straightness, once connected to the PC 
(with WPLAN flatness software).

3/4 SIMPLE GRID

With this menu you can stock flatness 
measures of any surface, then connect 
the level to the PC for a complete analisys. 
Once the value is shown on the display, 
save it with “enter” key. The internal sof-
tware will ask you details about the grid 
(number of step in horizontal and vertical  
way). Simple grid will consider all horizon-
tal lines plus the first (start) vertical and 
the last one (end) only.

4/4 COMPLETE GRID
As the previous menu, it allows the com-
plete stocking of measure but all horizon-
tal and vertical lines will be considered for 
flatness analisys. 

R M

 ON

    OFF

R M

 ON

    OFF

R M

 ON

    OFF

fig. 1 

fig. 2

fig.3

Figure 1:
press “M” key on the level pannel 

Figure 2: 
select the menu to be open or modify and 
press “enter” key to confirm.

Figure 3:
confermare la scelta premendo il tasto 
“enter” (  )



SIMPLE GRID AND
COMPLETE GRID

Hereby the sketch for measure achie-
vement according to easy and complete 
grid:

 
SIMPLE GRID

Measures scheme with “Simple grid” method on a 
plate size 1200x800 mm, with a level with 200 mm 
granite base: all horizontal lines (in blue) and start 
/end vertical lines (in green).

COMPLETE GRID

Measures scheme with “Complete grid” method on 
a plate size 1200x800 mm, with a level with 200 
mm granite base: all horizontal lines (in blue) and 
all vertical (in green) lines.
Each position is indicated as a segment between 
two letters and one number (ex. AB0) for horizon-
tal lines, while vertical ones with one letter and two 
numbers ( ex. A23).
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ZERO MENU

RELATIVE ZERO
Zero setting of the instrument is very easy: 
simply push the “enter” button for some 
second.

ABSOLUTE ZERO
It is possible to set the absolute zero  
(liquid level); follow the instructions on 
the display.

R M

 ON

    OFF
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PARAMETERS MENU

1/4 MEASURE UNIT
With this menu it is possible to select, 
by choice, the measuring unit you want 
for the date survey: micro/meter (µm/m),  
seconds (sec), microradians (µrad).

2/4 POWER OFF
It is possible to set the standby time after 
that the level switches off automatically.

3/4 SERIAL NUMBER
It is possible to display the identification 
number.

4/4 LANGUAGE
Select your language from: Italian,  
English, French and German. 

DIFFERENTIAL MODE

The level LE211 can also operate in  
differential mode, processing the diffe-
rence between the obtained values of 
the master level and the slave level. It is 
simply possible connecting through the 
cable le LE211 together with another si-
milar or a LE201: when the two are con-
nected press “enter” on the LE211 unit 
keyboard: on display of the “slave” level 
you will see “remote mode” while on the 
“master” level you will see the values of 
the difference between the two levels. 
Press “enter” on the LE211 unit again 
if you want to quit the differential mode.

R M

 ON

    OFF
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BATTERIES CHARGE

The level is supplied along with the  
battery charger. We advise customer 
against using other battery chargers,  
which could damage the inner batteries 
of the level.

The battery charger state is visualized 
with the writing “low Bat” on the left side 
of the alphanumeric display.

LE211 LEVEL
TECHNICAL PROPERTIES

Resolution: 
0.1 sec / 1µrad / 0.0005 mm/m 

Field of Measure: 655 sec 

Reaction Time:  3 sec tipic

Straightness: ± 2% 

Reference Temperature:  
20°C - 50% U.R. 

Alimentation: 
NI-MH rechargeable batteries   

Autonomy: 10 h (time-switch-off) 

Recharge time: about 15 h (battery test) 

Weight:  
Base 200: 2 Kg / Squared Base: Kg 4

Size:  120 x 145 x 50 mm 

Powering of Battery Charger:  
220 V a.c. 50 Hz. 

Internal Software: 3  main menu 
Measure menu  
Zero Settino menu  
Setup Menu  

RS-232 INTERFACE for PC connection 
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PC CONNECTION

Inside the level box you will find the  
optional serial connecting cable (RS-
232).

The cable connects the LE211 units to 
the pc through the serial gate (COM1 o 
COM2) and needs the use of the Sof-
tware WPLAN©MICROPLAN® version 
5.3.2.

Regarding the complete procedure for 
the memorized data capture on display 
we cross-refer to the User’s Guide of the  
WPLAN©Microplan® flatness software. 
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MICROPLAN ITALIA SRL
Via Monte Rosa, 7

Zona Ind. di Roccapietra
13019 VARALLO (Vercelli) ITALY

  
+39 0163 54619 / 569084 

  
+39 0163 564081 

  
mpi@microplan-group.com 

  
Skype: microplan.italia

  
www.microplan-group.com

TECHNICAL 
SUPPORT

By doubt or information regarding the 
working of this instrument, do not  

hesitate to contact our technical support:



MICROPLAN ITALIA SRL
VIA MONTE ROSA, 7

ZONA IND. ROCCAPIETRA
I-13019 VARALLO (VERCELLI)

ITALIA

TEL.  
+39 0163 54619 / 569084

FAX  
+39 0163 564081

EMAIL 
 mpi@microplan-group.com

SKYPE 
 microplan.italia

MICROPLAN FRANCE SAS
2, LA GRAULE

F-23360 LA FORET DU TEMPLE
FRANCE

TEL.  
+33 5 55806666

FAX  
+33 5 55806620

EMAIL 
 mpf@microplan-group.com

SKYPE 
 stephanie-mpf

ITALIA FRANCE

www.microplan-group.com


